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3 to 6 years3 to 6 years
Preschool to First Grade

JUVENILE FICTION / Diversity & MulticulturalJUVENILE FICTION / Diversity & Multicultural
JUV074000

JUVENILE FICTION / Disabilities & Special NeedsJUVENILE FICTION / Disabilities & Special Needs
JUV039150

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / FriendshipJUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Friendship
JUV039060

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Self-Esteem &JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Self-Esteem &
Self-RelianceSelf-Reliance
JUV039140

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

hardcover jacket / $18.99 CAD / $18.99 USDhardcover jacket / $18.99 CAD / $18.99 USD
9781773062501

9781773062518 / epub
9781773065922 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

A KID IS A KID IS A KIDA KID IS A KID IS A KID
written by Sara O'Leary
illustrated by Qin Leng

In this companion to the enormously popular In this companion to the enormously popular A Family Is aA Family Is a
Family Is a FamilyFamily Is a Family, a group of kids share the silly questions, a group of kids share the silly questions
they always hear, as well as the questions they would they always hear, as well as the questions they would ratherrather
be asked about themselves.be asked about themselves.

Being the new kid is hard, a child in the school playground tells us. I
can think of better things to ask than if I’m a boy or a girl. Another
child comes along and says she gets asked why she always has her
nose in a book. Someone else gets asked where they come from. 

One after another, children share the questions they’re tired of being
asked again and again — as opposed to what they believe are the
most important or interesting things about themselves. As they move
around the playground, picking up new friends along the way, there
is a feeling of understanding and acceptance among them. And in
the end, the new kid comes up with the question they would
definitely all like to hear: “Hey kid, want to play?”

Sara O’Leary’s thoughtful text and Qin Leng’s expressive illustrations
tell a story about children who are all different, all themselves, all just
kids.

The book has a focus on diversity and inclusion.

Illustrations feature characters who are of many different
ethnicities, genders and abilities.

Sara O’Leary’s first book, A Family Is a Family Is a Family, has
sold over 35,000 copies and is currently in its ninth printing. 

A Family Is a Family Is a Family received starred reviews from
Kirkus, Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal.

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES

 

1 August 2021

32 pages

8.50 in x 10.00 in

SARA O'LEARYSARA O'LEARY is a writer of fiction for both adults
and children. Her highly acclaimed picture books
include Percy’s Museum, illustrated by Carmen Mok;
Night Walk, illustrated by Ellie Arscott; A Family Is a
Family Is a Family, illustrated by Qin Leng (USBBY
Outstanding International Books); and Maud and
Grand-Maud, illustrated by Kenard Pak. She has also
written This Is Sadie (adapted for the stage for New
York City Children’s Theater) and the award-winning
series of Henry books, all illustrated by Julie
Morstad. Sara writes for children’s animation and
teaches at Concordia University in Montreal.

QIN LENGQIN LENG lives and works as a designer and
illustrator in Toronto. She graduated from the Mel
Hoppenheim School of Cinema and has received
many awards for her animated short films and
artwork. Her picture books include Hana Hashimoto,
Sixth Violin by Chieri Uegaki (APALA Award,
Governor General’s Literary Award finalist); Away by
Emil Sher and A Family Is a Family Is a Family by
Sara O’Leary (both USBBY Outstanding
International Books); When I Found Grandma by
Saumiya Balasubramaniam (Marilyn Baillie Picture
Book Award finalist) and I Am Small, which Qin has
written and illustrated. Visit
www.qinillustrations.com.
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0 to 3 years0 to 3 years
Preschool to Preschool

JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / BirdsJUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Birds
JUV002040

JUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature / GeneralJUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature / General
JUV029000

JUVENILE FICTION / Concepts / OppositesJUVENILE FICTION / Concepts / Opposites
JUV009040

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

board book / $12.99 CAD / $12.99 USDboard book / $12.99 CAD / $12.99 USD
9781773066011

9781773066172 / epub
9781773066189 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

BUSY, BUSY BIRDSBUSY, BUSY BIRDS
written and illustrated by Geraldo Valério

This lively board book introduces young ones to a colorfulThis lively board book introduces young ones to a colorful
collection of very busy birds.collection of very busy birds.

These birds are busy!

Most of our feathered friends fly, but what about the ones that soar or
strut, paddle or perch? Explore the kinetic lives of birds through
captivating collage illustrations, filled with bright colors and strong
shapes. Playful text will introduce infants and toddlers to a variety of
verbs, making this a fun read-aloud for bird lovers of all ages.

A simple and lively text ideal for reading aloud to young babies
and older toddlers alike.

Geraldo Valério’s acclaimed work has been published in many
countries, including Canada, the US, Brazil, Portugal, France,
the UK and China.

Geraldo Valério’s picture book My Book of Butterflies will also
be published in Fall 2021.

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES

 

1 September 2021

26 pages

6.00 in x 8.00 in
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GERALDO VALÉRIOGERALDO VALÉRIO was born in Brazil, where he
received a Bachelor of Arts in Drawing, followed by a
Master of Arts at New York University. His many
highly acclaimed books include My Book of Birds
(described in Booklist as “striking and beautiful”); At
the Pond (two starred reviews); Friends (one starred
review); Blue Rider (two starred reviews); Turn On the
Night (three starred reviews) and The Egg (two
starred reviews). His work has been published in many
countries, including Canada, the US, Brazil, Portugal,
France, the UK and China. Geraldo lives in Toronto.

  



3 to 6 years3 to 6 years
Preschool to First Grade

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Emigration &JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Emigration &
ImmigrationImmigration
JUV039250

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / FriendshipJUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Friendship
JUV039060

JUVENILE FICTION / Cooking & FoodJUVENILE FICTION / Cooking & Food
JUV050000

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

hardcover jacket / $18.99 CAD / $18.99 USDhardcover jacket / $18.99 CAD / $18.99 USD
9781773064383

9781773064390 / epub
9781773064437 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

A FEAST FOR JOSEPHA FEAST FOR JOSEPH
written by Terry Farish
written by OD Bonny
illustrated by Ken Daley

Joseph misses sharing meals with lots of people like he didJoseph misses sharing meals with lots of people like he did
back in the refugee camp, so when the neighbors finallyback in the refugee camp, so when the neighbors finally
come over, it’s a feast! A companion book to come over, it’s a feast! A companion book to Joseph’s BigJoseph’s Big
RideRide, described in , described in KirkusKirkus as “a joyful, upbeat tale.” as “a joyful, upbeat tale.”

When Joseph and Mama lived in a refugee camp in East Africa,
everyone cooked and ate together. And Joseph could always hear
someone playing the awal. It’s much too quiet and lonely in his new
home. Though Whoosh, the girl who lives upstairs, is friendly, Joseph
misses having more people around, especially his grandmother, who
still lives across the ocean. So he invites his relatives in the city to
come for dinner, then he invites his teacher, then Whoosh and her
mami — but everyone is too busy.

Ever hopeful, Joseph picks the last greens from the garden. At least
he and Mama will be ready to cook if someone comes. The next
night Whoosh and her mami appear at the door with a big cake, and
Whoosh and Joseph cook up a feast.

A touching story about adjusting to a new home and the pleasure of
cooking and sharing food with friends.

A positive story about a refugee family adjusting to a new home
and community. 

This is the companion book to Joseph’s Big Ride, published by
Annick Press in 2016.

OD Bonny has joined Terry Farish as co-author of A Feast for
Joseph, bringing his Acholi roots and experience living in
Kyangwali Refugee Settlement (Uganda) to the story.

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES

 

1 September 2021

32 pages

9.00 in x 9.00 in
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 TERRY FARISHTERRY FARISH is an author of picture books and
young adult novels, many influenced by her trip to
Kakuma Refugee Camp in Kenya and work with the
Red Cross in Vietnam. The Good Braider won the
New Hampshire Literary Award and the Lupine
Award. It was also an ALA Best Book for Young
Adults and a School Library Journal Best Book.
Joseph's Big Ride, illustrated by Ken Daley, received
a Skipping Stones Honor, and The Cat Who Liked
Potato Soup, illustrated by Barry Root, won a
Bulletin for the Center of Children's Books Blue
Ribbon. Terry lives in Kittery, Maine.

KEN DALEYKEN DALEY is an illustrator who draws inspiration
for his work from his African Caribbean roots. He
has illustrated: Joseph's Big Ride by Terry Farish,
which received a Skipping Stones Honor Award for
International Multicultural Books, and Auntie Luce's
Talking Paintings by Francie Latour, an Américas
Award Honor Book and a Kirkus Best Picture Book
about History and Tradition.He has exhibited his art
in Canada, the United States and the Caribbean,
and his work can be found in numerous private
collections. Ken lives in Cambridge, Ontario.

  

OD BONNY is a writer, producer and songwriter, 
as well as an artist of traditional Acholi music and 
dancehall/Afrobeat. He was born in South Sudan 
and fled to Uganda with his two older brothers, 
where they lived in Kyangwali Refugee Settlement. 
In 2003, they moved to the United States. OD 
attended the University of Maine in Orono, and he 
began composing and singing traditional Acholi 
music. He has toured all around Canada, the US, 
Australia and Ireland. This is his first book. He lives 
with his family in Omaha, Nebraska.



3 to 6 years3 to 6 years
Preschool to First Grade

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / New ExperienceJUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / New Experience
JUV039090

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Emotions &JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Emotions &
FeelingsFeelings
JUV039050

JUVENILE FICTION / ArchitectureJUVENILE FICTION / Architecture
JUV073000

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / FriendshipJUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Friendship
JUV039060

JUVENILE FICTION / Lifestyles / City & Town LifeJUVENILE FICTION / Lifestyles / City & Town Life
JUV023000

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

hardcover jacket / $19.99 CAD / $19.99 USDhardcover jacket / $19.99 CAD / $19.99 USD
9781773063683

9781773063690 / epub
9781773063706 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

THE HOUSE NEXT DOORTHE HOUSE NEXT DOOR
written and illustrated by Claudine Crangle

Alone on his lot, a sturdy little house has stood for as longAlone on his lot, a sturdy little house has stood for as long
as anyone can remember, stoically weathering the storms.as anyone can remember, stoically weathering the storms.
But one day, the wind brings change.But one day, the wind brings change.

One house, then another, is built off in the distance. Then a road is
paved through his field, and more and more houses appear all
around. The house closes his shutters to wait out this alarming
development.

But in the dark, the house notices he is no longer pushed by the
snowdrifts or battered by spring storms. And when he peeks open a
shutter, he sees the house next door glowing with a golden light.
Just like his. Throwing open his shutters, he finds himself surrounded
by a diverse neighborhood of homes. Together, they look forward to
seeing what the wind will blow in next.

With great wit and an eye-popping use of cardboard, paint and
fabric, multimedia artist Claudine Crangle explores our fear of
difference through the viewpoint of a small country house beset by
urbanization. But not everything that’s new is bad, as the little
farmhouse learns in this timely and hopeful picture book about
embracing the changes in life we can’t control.

The eco-friendly art style will inspire creativity! 

All of the houses were made of cardboard, paper, found
objects and materials scavenged from recycling bins. 

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES

 

1 August 2021

44 pages

9.00 in x 10.00 in
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CLAUDINE CRANGLECLAUDINE CRANGLE is a multidisciplinary artist
whose previous picture books include Priscilla Pack
Rat and Woolfred Cannot Eat Dandelions. As a kid
who loved to make things out of cereal boxes, she
hopes that this book will inspire creativity and
construction. All of the houses in this story were
made of cardboard, paper, found objects and various
other materials scavenged from recycling bins where
Claudine lives, in Toronto, Ontario.

  



3 to 6 years3 to 6 years
Preschool to First Grade

JUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature / WeatherJUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature / Weather
JUV029020

JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy & MagicJUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000

JUVENILE FICTION / Performing Arts / MusicJUVENILE FICTION / Performing Arts / Music
JUV031040

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

hardcover jacket / $19.99 CAD / $19.99 USDhardcover jacket / $19.99 CAD / $19.99 USD
9781773062686

9781773062693 / epub
9781773065823 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

SONG FOR THE SNOWSONG FOR THE SNOW
written by Jon-Erik Lappano
illustrated by Byron Eggenschwiler

Can a long-forgotten song bring the snow back to Freya’sCan a long-forgotten song bring the snow back to Freya’s
town? A lyrical fable from award-winning creators Jon-Eriktown? A lyrical fable from award-winning creators Jon-Erik
Lappano and Byron Eggenschwiler.Lappano and Byron Eggenschwiler.

Freya has always loved the snow and the way it covers everything like
powdered sugar. But the snow hasn’t come to her town for two
winters, and she’s starting to forget what it looks and feels like. When
will it be cold? When will it snow again? 

One day Freya finds a snow globe at the market. It plays the melody
of a song that the townspeople sang for generations to call the snow
home. Freya’s own grandmother used to sing it to her mother on
cold winter nights. Every morning, Freya takes the snow globe
outside and sings the song, but still there is no snow … until she has
the idea to share the song. Soon everyone in town is singing it, and
then, early one morning, the winds change.

Jon-Erik Lappano and Byron Eggenschwiler have created an eloquent
fable about remembering past traditions, our connection to nature
and caring for a world threatened by climate change through shared
effort and hope.

The text lyrically addresses the issue of climate change,
suggesting that collective effort and hope are the way forward. 

Jon-Erik Lappano’s debut picture book, Tokyo Digs a Garden,
illustrated by Kellen Hatanaka, won the Governor General’s
Literary Award.

Award-winning illustrator Byron Eggenschwiler also created the
art for graphic novel Operatic by Kyo Maclear, receiving starred
reviews from Booklist, School Library Journal and Quill & Quire.

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES

 

1 September 2021

44 pages

8.50 in x 9.62 in

13

JON-ERIK LAPPANOJON-ERIK LAPPANO’s debut picture book, Tokyo
Digs a Garden, illustrated by Kellen Hatanaka, won
the Governor General’s Literary Award and was a
finalist for the TD Canadian Children’s Literature
Award, the Elizabeth Mrazik-Cleaver Canadian
Picture Book Award and Japan’s Sakura Medal. He
has also written Maggie’s Treasure, illustrated by
Kellen Hatanaka, to wide acclaim, and Song for the
Snow, illustrated by Byron Eggenschwiler. Jon-Erik
lives in Stratford, Ontario, with his family.

BYRON EGGENSCHWILERBYRON EGGENSCHWILER is an award-winning
illustrator whose recent books include The Little
Ghost Who Was a Quilt by Riel Nason, Operatic by
Kyo Maclear (starred reviews from Booklist, School
Library Journal and Quill & Quire), Coyote Tales by
Thomas King and Beastly Puzzles by Rachel Poliquin
(starred review from School Library Journal). Byron's
work has also appeared in the New Yorker, the New
York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Walrus, GQ
and O, The Oprah Magazine. He lives in Calgary,
Alberta.

  



3 to 6 years3 to 6 years
Preschool to First Grade

JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous StoriesJUVENILE FICTION / Humorous Stories
JUV019000

JUVENILE FICTION / Imagination & PlayJUVENILE FICTION / Imagination & Play
JUV051000

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Emotions &JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Emotions &
FeelingsFeelings
JUV039050

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

hardcover jacket / $18.99 CAD / $18.99 USDhardcover jacket / $18.99 CAD / $18.99 USD
9781773065113

9781773065120 / epub
9781773065137 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

MY MAD HAIR DAYMY MAD HAIR DAY
written and illustrated by Nathalie Dion

Thanks to her wild head of hair, Malie gets all tangled upThanks to her wild head of hair, Malie gets all tangled up
with an unexpected cast of characters in this funny, stylishwith an unexpected cast of characters in this funny, stylish
twist of a tall tale. twist of a tall tale. 

Malie is a little girl with huge, uncontrollable hair. And this morning, it
seems wilder than ever. She tries to comb it. She tries to hide it, but
nothing works! And things go from bad to worse when her mother
sends her out to run some errands. 

At the bakery, Malie’s hair sweeps a tray of cupcakes off the counter.
A flock of birds makes her irresistible nest a home. A child on a
tricycle slips and flips — but enjoys the softest landing in Malie’s hair.

Her wild mane becomes more and more of a burden, both physically
and emotionally. But after a quick nap, Malie can appreciate the
world anew. She smells delicious cupcakes, hears a chorus of birds
singing, and meets a new friend who happens to have curly hair, too. 

In her eagerly anticipated authorial debut, Nathalie Dion draws on
personal experience, hilarious hyperbole and delightful idioms to
spin a tall tale that will tickle all readers — curly-haired or not.

The story is a contemporary twist on the tall tale taught in
primary curriculum, which includes literary devices such as
alliteration, hyperbole and idioms. 

My Mad Hair Day provides a lighthearted lesson in emotional
literacy, a key element among social and emotional learning
(SEL) skills. 

This is Nathalie Dion’s anticipated authorial debut, after her
acclaimed and award-winning illustrations for books such as I
Found Hope in a Cherry Tree and The Big Bad Wolf in My
House.

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES

 

1 September 2021

44 pages

8.38 in x 10.75 in

15

NATHALIE DIONNATHALIE DION is an illustrator living in Montreal
who studied Design Arts at Concordia University. Her
other children's books include I Found Hope in a
Cherry Tree by Jean E. Pendziwol, The Biggest
Puddle in the World by Mark Lee and What's in Your
Purse? by Abigail Samoun. Nathalie has received a
number of awards for her illustration and has
exhibited her work in Montreal galleries.

  



 JAIRO BUITRAGOJAIRO BUITRAGO is a children's book author who
has collaborated with Rafael Yockteng on several
picture books, including Jimmy the Greatest! (six
starred reviews), Two White Rabbits (three starred
reviews), Walk with Me (three starred reviews, Kirkus
Prize shortlist), Lion and Mouse (two starred reviews)
and most recently, Cave Paintings. They won the "A
la Orilla del Viento" contest for the Spanish edition
of Walk with Me, which was also named to IBBY's
Honor List. Their books have also appeared on "Los
mejores libros del año" (Venezuela's Banco del
Libro), Kirkus Best Books, the Horn Book Fanfare
and in the White Ravens Catalogue. Jairo has also
won the Hispanoamericano Castillo prize for
children's literature and the Antonio García Cubas
Award. He lives in Mexico City.

 RAFAEL YOCKTENGRAFAEL YOCKTENG has illustrated many highly
acclaimed children’s books, including Sopa de
frijoles / Bean Soup by Jorge Argueta (USBBY
Outstanding International Books) and Jimmy the
Greatest! (six starred reviews), Two White
Rabbits(three starred reviews), Walk with Me (three
starred reviews, Kirkus Prize shortlist) and On the
Other Side of the Garden (three starred reviews) by
Jairo Buitrago. Together, Jairo Buitrago and Rafael
Yockteng have won the “A la Orilla del Viento”
contest, and their books have been included on
IBBY’s Honor List, “Los mejores libros del año”
(Venezuela’s Banco del Libro), Kirkus Best Books, the
Horn Book Fanfare and in the White Ravens
Catalogue. Rafael lives in Bogotá.

  

for children and young adults.

3 to 6 years3 to 6 years
Kindergarten to First Grade

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / BullyingJUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Bullying
JUV039230

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / FriendshipJUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Friendship
JUV039060

JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / BirdsJUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Birds
JUV002040

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

hardcover jacket / $19.99 CAD / $19.99 USDhardcover jacket / $19.99 CAD / $19.99 USD
9781773064567

9781773064574 / epub
9781773064581 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

WOUNDED FALCONSWOUNDED FALCONS
written by Jairo Buitrago
illustrated by Rafael Yockteng

A story about the heart-opening effect that taking care of aA story about the heart-opening effect that taking care of a
wounded creature has on a wounded boy, from acclaimedwounded creature has on a wounded boy, from acclaimed
picture-book creators Jairo Buitrago and Rafael Yockteng.picture-book creators Jairo Buitrago and Rafael Yockteng.

Adrián is always in trouble, at school and at home, while Santiago
gets along quite well. But they are friends. When Adrián finds a
wounded bird in an abandoned lot in the midst of the city, things
begin to change. Taking care of the bird, learning all about it,
discovering that it is a falcon, loving it — and accepting what this love
means — gives Adrián a chance to show others a glimpse of who he
truly is. Santiago has always known that Adrián has a big heart, and his
steadfast friendship is also the reason Adrián has a chance to heal.

Buitrago and Yockteng are highly acclaimed picture-book
creators with an award winning and best-selling backlist that
includes Jimmy the Greatest!, Two White Rabbits and Walk with
Me.

The duo’s books consistently earn many starred reviews. Jimmy
the Greatest! received six.

This is a story about the power of friendship and love that will
appeal to those who loved Lion and Mouse also by Buitrago
and Yockteng.

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES

 

1 September 2021

40 pages

9.00 in x 10.00 in

17



DANIELLE DANIELDANIELLE DANIEL is an award-winning children's
book author and illustrator of Algonquin, French and
Scottish descent. Her picture books include Once in a
Blue Moon and Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox, winner of
the Marilyn Baillie Award, shortlisted for the 2017
Blue Spruce Award, First Nation Communities Reads
Award, a 2019 Prix Peuplier finalist for the French
edition, and a Best 100 title at the New York Public
Library. She holds an MFA from the University of
British Columbia and lives in the traditional territory
of the Atikameksheng Anishnaabeg (Sudbury,
Ontario).

  

4 to 7 years4 to 7 years
Kindergarten to Second Grade

JUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature / EnvironmentJUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature / Environment
JUV029010

JUVENILE FICTION / PoetryJUVENILE FICTION / Poetry
JUV070000

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

trade paperback / $12.99 CAD / $12.99 USDtrade paperback / $12.99 CAD / $12.99 USD
9781773066004

9781773066882 / epub
9781773067902 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

ONCE IN A BLUE MOONONCE IN A BLUE MOON
written and illustrated by Danielle Daniel

A book that will inspire readers to connect more deeply withA book that will inspire readers to connect more deeply with
the natural world, from the award winning author ofthe natural world, from the award winning author of
Sometimes I Feel Like A FoxSometimes I Feel Like A Fox ..

Inspired by the expression “once in a blue moon,” Danielle Daniel
has created a book of short poems, each one describing a rare or
special experience that turns an ordinary day into a memorable one.
She describes the thrill of seeing a double rainbow, the Northern
Lights or a shooting star as well as quieter pleasures such as spotting
a turtle basking in the sun or a family of ducks waddling across the
road.

In accessible language and delightful, naïve images, Once in a Blue
Moon celebrates the magical moments that can be found in the
beauty and wonders of nature.

With the same simple yet sophisticated design as Danielle’s award-
winning picture book Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox, this book is a very
accessible and inviting introduction to poetry for young readers.

Danielle Daniel’s first book, Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox, has
sold over 50,000 copies in North America.

This book will be very useful for inspiring classroom activities,
and the simple poems are appropriate for new and struggling
readers.

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES

 

1 October 2021

32 pages

8.50 in x 8.50 in

19



GERALDO VALÉRIOGERALDO VALÉRIO was born in Brazil, where he
received a Bachelor of Arts in Drawing, followed by a
Master of Arts at New York University. His many
highly acclaimed books include My Book of Birds
(described in Booklist as “striking and beautiful”); At
the Pond (two starred reviews); Friends (one starred
review); Blue Rider (two starred reviews); Turn On the
Night (three starred reviews) and The Egg (two
starred reviews). His work has been published in many
countries, including Canada, the US, Brazil, Portugal,
France, the UK and China. Geraldo lives in Toronto.

  

3 to 6 years3 to 6 years
Preschool to First Grade

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals / Butterflies, MothsJUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals / Butterflies, Moths
& Caterpillars& Caterpillars
JNF003250

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature / BiologyJUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature / Biology
JNF051050

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature / ZoologyJUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature / Zoology
JNF051150

Pub Date:Pub Date:

Extent:Extent:

Trim:Trim:

hardcover jacket / $24.99 CAD / $24.99 USDhardcover jacket / $24.99 CAD / $24.99 USD
9781773063355

9781773063362 / epub
9781773063379 / mobi

Visit groundwoodbooks.com for more
information such as Reading Levels, Common
Core Standards & Educator Resources.

MY BOOK OF BUTTERFLIESMY BOOK OF BUTTERFLIES
written and illustrated by Geraldo Valério

This stunning exploration of butterflies from around theThis stunning exploration of butterflies from around the
world is a companion to world is a companion to My Book of BirdsMy Book of Birds

Geraldo Valério grew up in Brazil, watching white butterflies visit the
vegetable patch behind his house. As he got older, he learned more
about these unique and beautiful insects, which can be found on
every continent except Antarctica.

In this gorgeous album, Geraldo presents his favorite butterfly
species from around the world. Paint and paper collage illustrations
show the butterflies in flight, sipping nectar, laying eggs and resting
among flowers and foliage. The text provides fascinating information
about each species — from familiar Monarchs and Giant Swallowtails,
to dazzling Blue Morphos and tiny Snowflakes, from beautifully
patterned European Peacocks to endangered Queen Alexandra’s
Birdwings. Colorful endpapers, showing the butterflies as caterpillars
and chrysalides, complete this beautiful book for budding young
naturalists.

Includes an introduction, world map, fully illustrated spreads showing
a butterfly’s life cycle and body parts, as well as a glossary, index and
suggestions for further reading.

This is a companion book to My Book of Birds (2016), which has
sold 5,000 copies in North America.

The book is an inviting introduction to butterflies, with minimal
text and large collage illustrations. 

Both the text and illustrations are vetted for accuracy by an
expert at the Cambridge Butterfly Conservatory in Ontario.

Geraldo Valério is internationally acclaimed and his previous
picture books have garnered a total of ten starred reviews. 
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 ALAIN SERRESALAIN SERRES was once a kindergarten teacher
who was inspired by his young students to write
children’s books. He has since published more than
one hundred titles for children of all ages, many of
which have been translated into other languages.
Alain founded the highly regarded French
publishing house Rue du Monde, whose mission is to
provide children with books that allow them to
question and imagine the world. He lives in Voisins-
le-Bretonneux, France.

 AURÉLIA FRONTYAURÉLIA FRONTY studied textile design at l'école
Duperré in Paris before she began to illustrate
children's books. Her colorful, naïve-style art is
inspired by her Catalan roots as well as her travels in
Africa and Asia. She has illustrated more than forty
titles, which have been published around the world.
She has also exhibited her art in France and in the
United Kingdom. She lives in Paris, France.
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I HAVE THE RIGHT TO CULTUREI HAVE THE RIGHT TO CULTURE
written by Alain Serres
illustrated by Aurélia Fronty

From the author and illustrator duo who created the award-From the author and illustrator duo who created the award-
winning winning I Have the Right to Be a Child I Have the Right to Be a Child and and I Have the RightI Have the Right
to Save My Planetto Save My Planet comes this beautifully illustrated third comes this beautifully illustrated third
book in the series. book in the series. 

All children have the right to experience humanity’s shared
knowledge, including music, art, dance and much more. When a
child is born, they learn the language of their parents, they sing the
songs of their grandparents and they eat the delicious food that their
family prepares. They also start to wonder about the lives of other
children who live far away. What languages do they speak? What
songs do they sing? And what food do they eat?

Every child has the right to learn about the world they live in and its
many cultures. They can learn about artists, writers, photographers
and architects, about musicians, dancers and poets. Humanity’s
treasures are for sharing, and every child has the right to know about
what has come before them! Children have the right to partake in
culture as proclaimed in the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child. 

Told from a child’s perspective, this colorful book explores what it
means to be a child who wants to find beauty in their world.

Features a simple, accessible text.

The first book in the series, I Have the Right to Be a Child, is
highly acclaimed and has sold over 21,000 copies in North
America.

The second book in the series, I Have the Right to Save My
Planet, sparks a discussion about climate change with a focus
on a child’s right to advocate for a healthy planet. 

Artwork inspired by Fronty’s Catalan roots as well as her travels
in Africa, Asia and South America.
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UMA KRISHNASWAMIUMA KRISHNASWAMI is the author of more than
twenty books for children, from picture books (The
Girl of the Wish Garden, Bright Sky, Starry City and
Out of the Way! Out of the Way!), through novels
for young readers (The Grand Plan to Fix
Everything).Her books have been published in
eleven languages and have been picked for Junior
Library Guild selections, CCBC Choices, Parents’
Choice, IRA’s Notable Books for a Global Society,
the Scientific American Young Readers’ Book
Award, Bank Street Best Books of the Year and the
Paterson Prize. Originally published in India, Book
Uncle and Me won the Scholastic Asian Book
Award. 

Born in New Delhi, Uma teaches at Vermont
College of Fine Arts in the MFA program in writing

 CHRISTOPHER CORRCHRISTOPHER CORR received an MA in
illustration from the Royal College of Art in London,
England, where he continues to live, teach, paint
and work in animation and book illustration. He has
illustrated books for publishers all over the world,
including The Goggle-Eyed Goats by Stephen
Davies. Christopher's travels in the Himalayas have
inspired his art for this book. He is currently working
on a series of large paintings for The Campaign for
Wool, and he also holds gallery exhibitions of his
work.
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TWO AT THE TOPTWO AT THE TOP
written by Uma Krishnaswami
illustrated by Christopher Corr

Tenzing Norgay and Edmund Hillary each tell their story,Tenzing Norgay and Edmund Hillary each tell their story,
culminating in their thrilling ascent of Mount Everest.culminating in their thrilling ascent of Mount Everest.

Tenzing Norgay grew up in Nepal, herding yaks in the shadow of
Chomolungma, the mountain also known as Everest. He has always
dreamed of climbing to the top. He becomes a guide, leading treks
through the Himalayas, and finally attempts the highest mountain
himself, but doesn’t make it. 

Across the ocean, in New Zealand, Edmund Hillary grew up tending
his father’s bees. He climbed his first mountain at sixteen and has
climbed all over the world ever since. He tries Everest, with no
success.

In 1953, the two men set out on the same expedition to climb
Everest. Their party numbers four hundred, counting all the guides
and porters. But the climb is grueling, and eventually Norgay and
Hillary are the only two determined to continue. They tramp over
windswept glaciers, crawl across rope bridges, hack footholds in the
ice … until finally they reach the top of the world!

This remarkable true adventure story, told in a dual narrative, includes
illustrated backmatter rich in geography, history and science.

Uma Krishnaswami has won many awards including the APALA
Children’s Literature Award and has twice been nominated for
the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award.

This book stands out from others about the first ascent of
Everest by telling the story from the alternating points of view of
both Tenzing Norgay and Edmund Hillary.

The backmatter includes sources and further information about
Everest and the Himalayas.
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JO ELLEN BOGARTJO ELLEN BOGART was born in Houston, Texas,
and received degrees in elementary education and
psychology from the University of Texas at Austin.
She has written many children's books, including The
White Cat and the Monk, illustrated by Sydney
Smith, a Governor General's Award finalist and a
USBBY Outstanding International Book. Her picture
book Jeremiah Learns to Read, illustrated by Laura
Fernandez and Rick Jacobson won the Ruth
Schwartz Children's Book Award, and Gifts,
illustrated by Barbara Reid, won the Amelia Frances
Howard-Gibbon Illustrator's Award and was
selected for IBBY's Honour List. Jo Ellen lives in
Guelph, Ontario.

 MAJA KASTELICMAJA KASTELIC received a BA in painting from
the University of Ljubljana’s Academy of Fine Arts
and Design and studied philosophy and theory of
visual culture at the University of Primorska. She
restored frescoes before becoming a children's
book author and illustrator. Her wordless picture
book A Boy and a House was selected for the
Bologna Illustrators Exhibition, the White Ravens
Catalogue, Kirkus Best Wordless Picture Books and
the IBBY Honour List. She has received a BIB Plaque
at the Biennial of Illustrations, Bratislava. Maja lives
in Trebnje, Slovenia.
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ANTHONY AND THE GARGOYLEANTHONY AND THE GARGOYLE
written by Jo Ellen Bogart
illustrated by Maja Kastelic

A boy befriends a baby gargoyle in this magical wordlessA boy befriends a baby gargoyle in this magical wordless
story in graphic-novel style from award-winning creators Jostory in graphic-novel style from award-winning creators Jo
Ellen Bogart and Maja Kastelic.Ellen Bogart and Maja Kastelic.

Anthony’s house is full of family photos — of his parents’ trip to Paris,
his great aunt, and Anthony himself as a toddler, holding his favorite
rock.

When Anthony wakes up one morning, he sees that his “rock” has
cracked open — it’s hollow inside. He doesn’t see the little face
peering out from the closet. Later, he discovers the newly hatched
creature and they become friends. Anthony asks his mother about
the rock, and she shows him a photo album of a trip to Paris. Anthony
sees that his friend resembles the gargoyles at Notre-Dame
cathedral. Back in his room, he shows the photos to the baby
gargoyle who looks at them with longing.

News arrives that Anthony’s great aunt is in hospital. The family travel
to Paris to visit, and Anthony secretly brings the baby gargoyle. When
the family have a chance to climb Notre-Dame’s tower, Anthony and
his friend wander from one gargoyle to the next … until the baby
gargoyle sees one that looks just like him.

A bittersweet story of true friendship and letting go.

Wordless picture books are excellent for promoting pre-
reading skills.

Jo Ellen Bogart’s The White Cat and the Monk was a Governor
General’s Literary Award finalist and received five starred
reviews.

Maja Kastelic is an internationally acclaimed illustrator, whose
work has been selected for the White Ravens Catalogue, the
Bologna Illustrators Exhibition and the IBBY Honour List.

The illustrations feature a number of Paris landmarks, including
Notre-Dame and its gargoyles.
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 HUMBERTO AK'ABALHUMBERTO AK'ABAL was born in the Maya
K’iche’ village Momostenango in Guatemala in 1952.
He worked as a blanket weaver (one of the activities
for which Momostenango is renowned,) a shepherd,
a sweeper, then a garment maker in a maquila in
Guatemala City. When he was thirty-eight, he
published his first book of poetry. Ak’abal is famous
worldwide as one of the great contemporary poets
in the Spanish language, and one of the greatest
Indigenous poets of the Americas, having written
over twenty-five books. 

He died in January 2019, leaving his widow, Mayulí
Bieri, and son Nakil Ak’abal Bieri.

 AMELIA LAU CARLINGAMELIA LAU CARLING was born and brought up
in Guatemala. Her parents' store sold the thread
used by many Maya weavers in their extraordinary
work. She was, therefore, in constant contact with
Maya culture and creators from an early age. She is
the author-illustrator of the celebrated books
Alfombras de Aserrín(Sawdust Carpets) and La
tienda de Mamá y Papá (Mama and Papa Have a
Store) — winner of the Américas Award and the
Pura Belpré Award for Illustration— and the
illustrator of numerous other books. Though she
now lives in the United States, she returns to
Guatemala frequently.
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AQUÍ ERA EL PARAÍSO / HEREAQUÍ ERA EL PARAÍSO / HERE
WAS PARADISEWAS PARADISE
written by Humberto Ak'abal
illustrated by Amelia Lau Carling

A collection of poetry by one of the greatest IndigenousA collection of poetry by one of the greatest Indigenous
poets of the Americas about the vanished world of hispoets of the Americas about the vanished world of his
childhood — that of the Maya K’iche’.childhood — that of the Maya K’iche’.

Aquí era el paraíso / Here Was Paradise is a selection of poems
written by the great Maya poet Humberto Ak’abal. They evoke his
childhood in and around the Maya K’iche’ village of Momostenango,
Guatemala, and also describe his own role as a poet of the place.

Ak’abal writes about children, and grandfathers, and mothers, and
animals, and ghosts, and thwarted love, and fields, and rains, and
poetry, and poverty, and death.

The poetry was written for adults but can also be read and loved by
young people, especially in this collection, beautifully illustrated by
award-winning Guatemalan-American illustrator Amelia Lau Carling.

Ak’abal is famous worldwide as one of the great contemporary poets
in the Spanish language, and one of the greatest Indigenous poets
of the Americas. Ak’abal created his poems first in K’iche’, then
translated them into Spanish.

Humberto Ak’abal is famous worldwide as one of the great
contemporary poets in the Spanish language, and one of the
greatest Indigenous poets of the Americas.

This is the first time Ak’abal’s  poems have been collected in a
bilingual Spanish/English edition for young readers.

Ak’abal created his poems first in K’iche’, then translated them
into Spanish.

The illustrator Amelia Lau Carling has won the Américas Award
and the Pura Belpré Award for Illustration.
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CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATIONCONTRIBUTOR INFORMATION

This is an important taboo topic made accessible.

The book includes an author’s note with key information about the impact of the lack of sanitation facilities for women and
children worldwide. 

Andrée Poulin has travelled and worked in India, and done thorough research to broach this topic respectfully. The text was
also reviewed by readers from India.

KEY SELLING FEATURESKEY SELLING FEATURES
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ANDRÉE POULINANDRÉE POULIN was born in Orléans, Ontario and
today lives in Gatineau, Quebec. She has published more
than fifty books and has been a finalist several times for the
Governor General’s Award and the TD literary award,
winning the latter in 2014 for La plus grosse poutine du
monde. She worked in international development
assistance for more than a decade before becoming an
author.

SONALI ZOHRASONALI ZOHRA is a Indian illustrator living in Bangalore.
She studied fine arts and photography, and holds a
master’s degree in design from the University of South
Wales, in Australia. She is fully aware of the lack of
sanitation facilities as depicted in this novel. When she was
small, she would often accompany her father, who worked
for UNICEF India on projects concerning women’s health in
rural areas.
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BURYING THE MOONBURYING THE MOON
written by Andrée Poulin
illustrated by Sonali Zohra

A beautifully illustrated novel in verse about a young IndianA beautifully illustrated novel in verse about a young Indian
girl who tackles the taboos around sanitation in her village. girl who tackles the taboos around sanitation in her village. 

In Latika’s village in rural India, there are no toilets. No toilets mean
that the women have to wait until night to do their business in a field.
There are scorpions and snakes in the field, and germs that make
people sick. For the girls in the village, no toilets mean leaving
school when they reach puberty.

No one in the village wants to talk about this shameful problem. But
Latika has had enough. When a government representative visits their
village, she sees her chance to make one of her dreams come true:
the construction of public toilets, which would be safer for everybody
in her village. 

Burying the Moon shines a light on how a lack of access to sanitation
facilities affects girls and women in many parts of the world.
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Caroline Adderson is an award-winning author well known for her books for both young readers and adults.

There are many cross-curricular themes (science, health, literature and social studies) carried by a set of characters showcasing
socio-economic, generational, ethnic and ability diversity.

The linked short stories set in an unspecified North American city can be read as stand-alones or studied as a novel. 
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CAROLINE ADDERSONCAROLINE ADDERSON is an award-winning author of
books for young readers and adults. She is the author of
the picture books Norman, Speak! (illustrated by Qin Leng)
and I Love You One to Ten (illustrated by Christina Leist), as
well as the Jasper John Dooley and Izzy series. Her middle-
grade books include Middle of Nowhere, A Simple Case of
Angels and The Mostly True Story of Pudding Tat,
Adventuring Cat. She has won the Sheila Egoff Award, the
Chocolate Lily Book Award and the Diamond Willow
Award, among many other honors. For more information,
see carolineaddersonkids.com.
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SUNNY DAYS INSIDESUNNY DAYS INSIDE
written by Caroline Adderson

When the “grownup virus” hits, kids who live in the sameWhen the “grownup virus” hits, kids who live in the same
apartment building must cope with strange new rules andapartment building must cope with strange new rules and
extended time at home with parents and siblings.extended time at home with parents and siblings.

And they survive brilliantly, each in their own way. Twin boys throw
themselves into an independent research assignment on prehistoric
people and embrace their own devolution. A budding track star is
encouraged to run laps on his balcony by a neighbor who has a
secret crush on him. A classroom troublemaker reaches out to a
teacher when his own father begins to exhibit signs of mental illness.
A young entrepreneur saves himself and his hairdresser mother from
financial collapse by renting out the family dog. And a girl finds a way
to communicate with her hearing-impaired neighbor so that they can
spy on the rest of the building. 

The stories follow the course of the pandemic, from the early
measures through lockdown, as the kids in the building observe the
stresses on the adults around them and use their own quirky kid
ingenuity to come up with ways to make their lives better. Funny,
poignant and wise, this book will long outlive even the pandemic.
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CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATIONCONTRIBUTOR INFORMATION

The novel is based on the true story of Nahum Halpern, Edeet Ravel’s fifth-grade teacher who settled in Montreal after the war.

The award-winning prequel, A Boy Is Not a Bird, will be released in paperback in August 2021. 

An award-winning author born on an Israeli kibbutz, Revel holds a PhD in Jewish Studies from McGill University. She has written
books for both young readers and adults, and one of her novels has been adapted for film (The Saver, 2015).
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EDEET RAVELEDEET RAVEL is an award-winning author of books for
both young readers and adults. Her YA novel, Held, was
nominated for the CLA Young Adult Book Award and the
Arthur Ellis Crime Award, and her YA novel, The Saver, has
been adapted for film and received awards around the
world. Her novels for adults have won the Hugh MacLennan
Prize and the Jewish Book Award and have been
nominated for the Governor General’s Award and the
Giller Prize. Edeet was born on an Israeli kibbutz and holds
a PhD in Jewish Studies from McGill University.
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A BOY IS NOT A GHOSTA BOY IS NOT A GHOST
written by Edeet Ravel

In this sequel to the award-winning In this sequel to the award-winning A Boy Is Not a BirdA Boy Is Not a Bird, a boy, a boy
is exiled to Siberia during World War II. Based on a trueis exiled to Siberia during World War II. Based on a true
story.story.

Ripped from his home in Eastern Europe, with his father imprisoned
in a Siberian gulag, twelve-year-old Natt finds himself stranded with
other deportees in a schoolyard in Novosibirsk. And he is about to
discover that life can indeed get worse than the horrific two months
he and his mother have spent being transported on a bug-infested
livestock train. He needs to write to his best friend, Max, but he
knows the Soviet police reads everyone’s mail. So Natt decides to
write in code, and his letters are a lifeline, even though he never
knows whether Max will receive them. 

Every day becomes a question of survival, and where they might be
shunted to next. When his mother is falsely arrested for stealing
potatoes, Natt is truly on his own and must learn how to live the
uncertain life of an exile. Practice being invisible as a ghost, change
your name and identity if you have to, watch out for spies, and never
draw the attention of the authorities. 

Even then, he will need luck on his side if he is ever going to be
reunited with his family.
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CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATIONCONTRIBUTOR INFORMATION

A Boy Is Not a Bird is the 2020 Winner of the Canadian Jewish Literary Award for Children/Youth.

The novel is based on the true story of Nahum Halpern, Edeet Ravel’s fifth-grade teacher who was exiled to Siberia as a boy.

The novel features black-and-white part-opener illustrations.

The backmatter includes an author’s note, map and archival photographs.
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EDEET RAVELEDEET RAVEL is an award-winning author of books for
both young readers and adults. Her YA novel, Held, was
nominated for the CLA Young Adult Book Award and the
Arthur Ellis Crime Award, and her YA novel, The Saver, has
been adapted for film and received awards around the
world. Her novels for adults have won the Hugh MacLennan
Prize and the Jewish Book Award and have been
nominated for the Governor General’s Award and the
Giller Prize. Edeet was born on an Israeli kibbutz and holds
a PhD in Jewish Studies from McGill University.
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A BOY IS NOT A BIRDA BOY IS NOT A BIRD
written by Edeet Ravel

A young boy named Natt finds his world overturned when hisA young boy named Natt finds his world overturned when his
family is uprooted and exiled to Siberia during thefamily is uprooted and exiled to Siberia during the
occupation of the Soviet Ukraine by Nazi Germany.occupation of the Soviet Ukraine by Nazi Germany.

In 1941, life in Natt’s small town of Zastavna is comfortable and
familiar, even if the grownups are acting strange, and his parents treat
him like a baby. Natt knows there’s a war on, of course, but he’s glad
their family didn’t emigrate to Canada when they had a chance. His
mother didn’t want to leave their home, and neither did he. He
especially wouldn’t want to leave his best friend, Max. Max is the
ideas guy, and he hears what’s going on in the world from his older
sisters. Together the boys are two brave musketeers.

Then one day Natt goes home and finds his family huddled around
the radio. The Russians are taking over. The churches and
synagogues will close, Hebrew school will be held in secret, and
there are tanks and soldiers in the street. But it’s exciting, too. Natt
wants to become a Young Pioneer, to show outstanding
revolutionary spirit and make their new leader, Comrade Stalin,
proud.

But life under the Russians is hard. The soldiers are poor. They eat up
all the food and they even take over Natt’s house. Then Natt’s father
is arrested, and even Natt is detained and questioned. He feels like a
nomad, sleeping at other people’s houses while his mother works to
free his father. As the adults try to protect him from the reality of their
situation, and local authorities begin to round up deportees bound
for Siberia, Natt is filled with a sense of guilt and grief.

Why wasn’t he brave enough to look up at the prison window when
his mother took him to see his father for what might be the last time?
Or can just getting through war be a heroic act in itself?
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